
SNAP Publicity
Plan

Marketing
commitments you will
receive due to your
generous donation.



Giving
Levels

ACCESS - $500-999
One social media post after receipt of gift

FOUNDATION - $1,000-2,499
Two social media posts
Listed mention in "Giving Corner" section of SNAP
newsletter

OPPORTUNITY - $2,500-9,999
Three social media posts
One 75-word blurb in SNAP newsletter

EMPOWER - $10,000-29,999
Three social media posts
One 150-word blurb plus photo in SNAP newsletter
Feature on SNAP website front page slider
Press release

THRIVE - $30,000+
Three social media posts
One 150 word blurb plus photo in SNAP newsletter
Feature on SNAP website front page slider
Two press releases
Ad in local publication
Individual consultation with SNAP Communications

Giving
Levels



Social MediaSocial Media
SNAP has two Facebook accounts: 

SNAP: Over 4,200 followers
SNAP Financial Access: Over 1,000 followers

SNAP also has an Instagram and Twitter Account

Instagram: Over 500 followers
Twitter: Over 900 followers

In total, our social media receives an average of 600,000
impressions each year, with the average post ranging
between 500 and 3,000 impressions. 

All major donors will receive at least one social media post on each
account as a token of your generosity and acknowledgement of your
donation. Additional social media posts are dependent on your giving
level, though all committed posts will run within six months of receipt
of your donation. Our social media team works to post in accordance
with the "peak" times to maximize the amount of views on any given
post. 

The following page outlines posts available for various giving levels :



Post 1:
Individualized thank you
This post will introduce your gift to SNAP and explain what its
intended purpose is. We will be certain to tag your main company
page so you can easily cross-post as desired In order to ensue
maximum reach with Facebook's algorithms, we will post this
with a photo and customized text. See examples of these thank
you's below:

Offered with all giving levels



Post 2:
Gift Impact

This post will follow-up on the thank you, spaced 1-2 months
apart. While the fist post introduced the gift, this post will talk
about the impact of the gift. For example, "With <Company
Name>'s generous <$Amount> donation, we can help more
Spokane County neighbors prevent foreclosure. Last year,
SNAP Housing Counselors saved 240 homes from foreclosure.
Many of these homes belonged to seniors, who although they
have their mortgage paid off, still teeter close to tax
foreclosure. These funds impact all of our neighbors and
revitalize our local economy. For your donations, your
volunteer hours, and your heart and investment in SNAP- we
thank you."

 For this post, we will include a photo or video explaining your
impact, along with customized text and a tag to your
company's page. 

Post 3:
Client Impact

This post will follow-up on the gift impact with a more
specific, human story. This will, spaced 1-2 months apart.
Best-case-scenario for this post is to have a video of a client, if
possible. We would create a 30 second video created by our
marketing team (not professional videographers, but good
quality for social media. We would supplement this with
additional customized text and tag your company's page. 

Offered with Foundation, Opportunity, Empower, and
Thrive giving levels

Offered with Opportunity, Empower, and Thrive
giving levels



Press 
Release
Press 
Release

As a way to honor your generous donation and allow others in
the community to become aware of this, SNAP will submit a
press release regarding the gift and the impact thereof. In
Spokane, nonprofits enjoy a press release success rate of
roughly 10%, meaning 10% of press releases are picked up by
the media.

By contrast, SNAP has a much higher success rate. In 2019,
SNAP submitted 24 press releases. Seventeen of those press
releases were picked up by at least one media outlet, giving
SNAP a 70% success rate. 

To ensure proper messaging to your company, we will be sure
to pass drafts of the press release by you prior to submitting to
mass release to our press list of over 30 active media contacts. 

1

1 According to a March 27, 2019 workshop hosted by the inland
Northwest Development Council titled "Digital Tools and Annual
Giving

Offered with Empower and Thrive giving levels



External
Communications

External
Communications

    Website. Our website, snapwa.org, has a slider 

SNAP has an internal marketing team who works to develop partner
profile articles for wider sharing. These articles utilize quotes, photos,
and occasionally videos, to paint a narrative for the community to view.
From there, there are three ways by which this article is shared: 

1.
         that rotates pages of our choosing. This website   
         is visited an average of 5,000-7,000 times per 
         month. 

 2.      Community Builder. This is a bi-monthly
          newsletter sent by SNAP to its donors, 
          supporters, and clients. This reaches an 
          audience of over 8,000 people. We will commit 
          to including this in our Community Builder once   
          in the next 18 months. 

 3.     Press Release. Because the media prefers 
         "ready-made" articles, we will submit this
          approved article to our press list for potential 
          pick-up by media outlets. This would serve in 
          addition to your previous press release. 

Offered with Empower and Thrive giving levels

Foundation level receives listed mention
Opportunity level receives 75-word blurb
Empower and Thrive levels receive 150-word blurb plus photo

Offered with Thrive giving level



In gratitude of your immense generosity, SNAP commits to publicizing
this generosity in two additional ways: 

Additional
Publicity

Additional
Publicity

Offered to Thrive-level donors

SNAP will commit to sponsoring an ad designed by our
communications team to air in a print advertisement of your
choice up to $500. Options may include Journal of Business,
Spokesman Review, Inlander, or another not listed. This
advertisement would highlight your organization's generosity. All
designed proofs will be approved by our agency prior to
publication.

Thrive-level donors may receive a one-on-one consultation with
SNAP's Communications Team to review additional needs
relevant to their agency, and devise a broader campaign strategy
to meet donor publicity needs with SNAP's assistance. 

2. 

1.



ContactsContacts
SNAP Marketing Contacts: 

509-319-3036
Bishop@snapwa.org

Mariah McConnaughey
     509-319-3012
     McConnaughey@snapwa.org
Nicole Bishop

Social Media:

@SNAPSpokane
@SNAPFinancialAccess

Website:
snapwa.org


